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Abstract– In this paper, we study the performance of the
Multiple Fractional Channel Reservation (MFCR) policy,
which is a bandwidth reservation policy that allows the
reservation of real (not integer) number of channels in order
to favor calls of high channel (bandwidth) requirements. We
consider a link of fixed capacity that accommodates Poisson
arriving calls of different service-classes with different
bandwidth-per-call requirements. Calls compete for the
available bandwidth under the MFCR policy. To determine
call blocking probabilities, we propose approximate but
recursive formulas based on the notion of reserve transition
rates. The accuracy of the proposed method is verified
through simulation.
Keywords – call blocking; bandwidth reservation; recursive
formula; Markov; product-form.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Multirate loss models play an important role in the
performance modelling and evaluation of contemporary
networks that service calls from different service-classes
with
different
bandwidth-per-call
requirements.
Depending on the selected bandwidth allocation policy,
which defines the way system resources are shared
among service-classes, a Call Admission Controller
(CAC) usually treats some service-class calls differently
from others; for instance, new arriving calls may be
treated differently than in-service calls, which may alter
their bandwidth. For this purpose, we need an appropriate
bandwidth allocation policy.
The Complete Sharing (CS) policy (also known as fullavailability group [1]) is the simplest bandwidth
allocation policy [2]. In the CS policy, a new call is
accepted in the system whenever the available system’s
bandwidth is equal to or greater than the call’s required
bandwidth, i.e., the only constraint of the CS policy is the
system’s capacity. The main drawback of the CS policy is
that it cannot provide a certain QoS to calls of a serviceclass. A simple policy that achieves this target and is
broadly applicable in wired, wireless and satellite
networks (e.g., [3]-[8]) is the Threshold (TH) policy. In
the TH policy, a new call of a service-class is accepted in
the system if the number of in-service calls of that
service-class does not exceed a predefined threshold.
Another policy whereby QoS can be guaranteed to new
calls is the Bandwidth Reservation (BR) policy (also

known in the literature as guard channel policy [9]). In
the BR policy, an integer number of bandwidth units
(b.u.) or channels is reserved to benefit calls of high
bandwidth requirements. The BR policy achieves Call
Blocking Probabilities (CBP) equalization among
service-classes at the cost of substantially increasing the
CBP of calls with lower bandwidth requirements (e.g.,
[10]-[11]). The fact that the BR policy has been broadly
applied in wired (e.g., [12]-[19]), wireless (e.g., [20][26]) and optical networks (e.g., [27]-[28]) evinces its
importance in call admission control.
In this paper, we focus on an extension of the BR
policy, namely the multiple fractional channel reservation
(MFCR) policy [29], applied in a single link of fixed
capacity that accommodates Poisson arriving calls of
different service-classes with different bandwidth-percall requirements. The link is modelled as a multirate loss
system. The MFCR policy extends the BR policy by
allowing the reservation of real number of channels (or
b.u.). More precisely, in the MFCR policy, real number
of channels, tr,k, are reserved to benefit calls from all
service-classes apart from service-class k calls. The
reservation of real number of channels is achieved since
tr , k  + 1 channels are reserved with probability
tr , k − tr , k  , while tr , k  channels are reserved with

(

)

probability 1 − tr , k − tr , k  , where tr,k  is the largest
integer not exceeding tr , k . The application of the MFCR
policy destroys local balance between adjacent states and
therefore it leads to non-reversible continuous time
Markov chains, which have no product form solution for
the steady-state distribution. This leads to an approximate
but recursive formula for the determination of the link
occupancy distribution and consequently the CBP
calculation [29]. The formula of [29] resembles the
classical Roberts formula proposed for a multirate loss
system that accommodates Poisson arriving calls under
the BR policy [12].
To improve the accuracy of the CBP calculation of
[29], compared to simulation results, we consider a
method that takes into account the Reverse Transition
Rates (RTR), which may occur for a service-class inside
its reservation space (see Section III). The RTR method
has been initially proposed in [13] in order to improve the
accuracy of Roberts formula in the case of the BR policy.
The RTR method does improve the accuracy of the

analytical CBP results in various teletraffic loss models,
especially when CBP equalization is required among
service-classes (see e.g., [30]-[31]).
This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we
review the model of [29]. In Section III, we present the
RTR method in the case of the MFCR policy and provide
formulas for the calculation of the link occupancy
distribution and CBP. In Section IV, we present
analytical CBP results both for the proposed model
(MFCR/RTR) and the model of [29]. Comparison of the
analytical results with simulation results shows that the
RTR method achieves better accuracy compared to [29].
We conclude in Section V.
II.
THE MFCR POLICY
Consider a single link of capacity C channels (or b.u.)
that accommodates calls of K different service-classes
under the MFCR policy. A call of service class k (k
=1,…,K) follows a Poisson process with arrival rate λk,
requests bk channels and has an MFCR parameter tr,k that
expresses the reserved real number of channels used to
benefit calls of all other service-classes except from
service-class k. The reservation of tr,k channels is
achieved because tr , k  + 1 channels are reserved with
probability tr , k − tr , k  while tr , k  channels are reserved

(
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with probability 1 − tr , k − tr , k  . As an example, calls of
service-class k may have an MFCR parameter of tr,k = 1.3
channels. The reservation of 1.3 channels is achieved by
assuming that 1.3 + 1 = 2 channels are reserved with
probability 1.3 − 1.3 = 0.3 while 1.3 = 1 channels is
reserved with probability 1 − (1.3 − 1.3 ) = 0.7 .
Let j be the occupied link bandwidth (j = 0, 1…,C)
when a new service-class k call arrives in the link. Then,
we consider the following cases: a) if the available link
bandwidth (C – j) minus the MFCR parameter tr , k  is
higher than the required bk channels i.e., if
C − j − tr , k  > bk , then the new call is accepted in the
system, b) if C − j − tr , k  = bk , then the new call is

(
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accepted in the system with probability 1 − tr , k − tr , k 
and c) if C − j − tr , k  < bk , then there is no available link
bandwidth and the new call is blocked and lost without
further affecting the system. An accepted call (cases (a)
and (b)) remains in the system for an exponentially
distributed service time with mean μk−1 .
The determination of the link occupancy distribution,
G(j), in the MFCR is based on the following approximate
but recursive formula [29]:
1 for j = 0

 K
1
G( j) =  ak Dk ( j − bk )G( j − bk ) for j =1,...,C
 j k=1

0 otherwise

(1)

where: ak = λk μk−1 is the total offered traffic-load of
service-class k calls (in erl) and

bk for j < C − tr,k 


Dk ( j -bk ) =  1− tr,k − tr,k  bk for j = C − tr,k 

0 for j > C − tr,k 

( (

))

(2)

Having determined G(j)’s we can calculate the CBP of
service-class k calls, Bk, as follows [29]:
C



Bk =

(

G −1G ( j )

j = C − bk − tr ,k  +1

)

−1

(3)

(

+ tr , k − tr , k  G G C − bk − tr , k 

)

C

where: G =  G( j ) is the normalization constant.
j =0

In addition, we can calculate performance metrics such
as the link utilization, U, via (4), or the average number
of service-class k calls in state j, yk(j), via (5):
U =

C



(4)

jG -1G ( j )

j =1

 ak G( j − bk )
for j < C − tr,k 
 G( j)

 a 1− t − t  G( j − b )
r ,k
k
 r ,k 
 k
yk ( j) = 
for j = C − tr,k  (5)
G( j)

0 for j > C − t 
 r ,k 



Note that (5) is the basis for the proof of (1) and implies
that the average number of calls in state j, yk(j), is
negligible in the part of the reservation space of serviceclass k denoted by the states: j = C - tr , k  + 1,..., C .
However, as we will see in the next section, there exist
RTR from such states j, a fact that can improve the
accuracy of the CBP calculation.
In the case of the classical BR policy (where an integer
number of channels is reserved), the link occupancy
distribution is determined by (1), the link utilization by
(4) while (2), (3) and (5) take the form of (6), (7) and (8),
respectively [13]:

( (

))

bk for j ≤ C − tr,k 
Dk ( j -bk ) = 
0 for j > C − tr,k 
C

Bk =



G −1G ( j )

(6)

(7)

j = C − bk − tr ,k  +1

akG( j −bk )
for j ≤ C − tr,k 

yk ( j) =  G( j)
0 for j > C − t 
 r,k 


(8)

In the case of the CS policy (all BR parameters are set
to zero), the link occupancy distribution is determined by
the classical Kaufman-Roberts recursion (9), CBP by
(10) and the values of yk(j) by (11), [32]-[33]:

1 for j = 0

 K
1

G( j) =  ak bk G( j − bk ) for j =1,...,C
 j k=1

0 otherwise
C

Bk =



(9)

G −1G ( j )

(10)

j = C − bk +1

akG( j −bk )
for j ≤ C

yk ( j) =  G( j)
0 for j > C


(11)

III. THE RTR METHOD IN THE MFCR POLICY
To illustrate the RTR method, consider a link with
capacity C=3 channels that accommodates calls of two
service-classes. Let the corresponding offered traffic
loads and bandwidth requirements be a1 , a2 , b1=1 and
b2=2 channels, respectively. Calls of the 1st service-class
have an MFCR parameter of tr,1 = 1.3 channels.
Fig. 1 presents the one-dimensional Markov chain for
this system. Each state corresponds to the occupied link
bandwidth j = 0, 1, 2, 3.
α 2b 2
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(13)

where:

ax bx , for j < C − tr , x 
 

ax bx = 
 1 − tr , x − tr , x  a x bx , for j = C − tr , x 


( (

(14)

))

The weight wk ,i ( j ) determines the proportion of the
RTR yk* ( j ) that is transferred in state j by a new serviceclass i call (other than service-class k). Although the
system cannot be in state j due to an arriving call of
service-class k (because of the MFCR policy), the system
can be in state j due to arriving calls of other serviceclasses. Thus, when the system is transferred to state j by
a service-class i call, this call transfers to state j the
population of service-class k, too. Therefore, the
assumption that the average number of calls is positive
even in a prohibitive state of a service-class is more
realistic compared to the assumption that it is negligible.
Having calculated yk* ( j ) we continue by determining
the modified occupancy distribution:
(14)

b 2 y 2 (3)

Figure 1. One-dimensional Markov chain of the example.
st

Based on (5), the average number of 1 service-class
calls is zero in state j = 3, i.e., y1(3) = 0. Assume now that
a call of the 2nd service-class arrives in the system and
finds one call from the 1st service-class under service
(i.e., at the time of arrival the system state is j =1). The
new call will be accepted in the link and the new state is
j=3. Thus, in state j=3 there is still the 1st service-class
call under service. This means that there should exist a
RTR b1 y1* (3) from state j=3 towards j=2, where y1* (3) is
the average number of calls of the 1st service-class in
state j=3 which should be calculated. This modification is
presented in Fig. 1 with the dashed arrow.

To determine the values of the modified RTR, yk* ( j )
we propose the following approximate formula:
 ak G( j − bk )
 G( j) , for j < C − tr ,k 

(12)
yk ( j) ≡ yk* ( j) =  K
*



y
j
b
w
j
for
j
C
t
−
≥
−
(
)
(
),
k
i
k ,i
 r ,k 
i =
1, i ≠ k

where: G(j)’s will be determined by (9) (the accurate
j < C − tr , k  while
Kaufman-Roberts formula) for
wk ,i ( j ) is a weight factor given by the following

approximate formula:

 a i bi
, for j < C − tr ,i 
 K
  ax bx
 x =1, x ≠ k

wk ,i ( j ) = 
 1 − tr ,i − tr ,i  a i bi
, for j = C − tr ,i 

K

 axbx

x =1, x ≠ k

1 for j = 0

 K
1
G( j) =  * ak Dk ( j − bk )G( j − bk ) for j =1,...,C
 j k=1

0 otherwise

(15)

K

where: j * =  bk yk* ( j ) and Dk ( j − bk ) is given by (2).
k =1

The philosophy behind the proposed RTR method is
that the approximated reversible Markov chain of the
MFCR policy is kept, but the value of each state j of the
prohibited state space is now substituted by j*.
As far as the CBP are concerned, they can be
determined by (3).
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES - EVALUATION
In this section, we present an application example and
provide analytical CBP results of the proposed method
(MFCR/RTR) and the MFCR policy of [29]. As a
reference we also include analytical CBP results for the
CS policy [32]-[33]. In addition, we present simulation
results of the MFCR policy, in order to show that the
proposed method gives CBP results closer to the
simulation results. The latter are based on the Simscript
III simulation language [34] and are mean values of 7
runs. As far as the reliability ranges are concerned
(confidence intervals of 95% calculated via the t-Student
distribution) they are less than two order of magnitude,
and therefore we do not present them in the following
figures. All simulation runs are based on the generation

of four million calls per run. To account for a warm-up
period, the first 5% of these generated calls are not
considered in the CBP results.
As an application example, consider a link of capacity
C = 60 channels, that accommodates calls of three
service-classes, with the traffic characteristics of Table 1.
Table 1: Service-classes – Traffic characteristics
Serviceclass

Traffic-load
(erl)

Bandwidth per MFCR parameter
(channels)
call (channels)

1st

a1 = 1.0

b1 = 1

tr,1 = 9.4

2nd

a2 = 1.0

b2 = 5

tr,2 = 5.3

3rd

a3 = 1.0

b3 = 10

tr,3 = 0

Concerning the MFCR parameter of the 1st serviceclass, the reservation of 9.4 channels is achieved by
assuming that 9.4  + 1 = 10 channels are reserved with
probability 0.4 while 9.4  = 9 channels are reserved
with probability 0.6 . Similarly, the MFCR parameter of
5.3 channels for the 2nd service-class is achieved by
assuming that 5.3 + 1 = 6 channels are reserved with
probability 0.3 while 5.3 = 5 channels are reserved
with probability 0.7 .
In the x-axis of Figs 2-4 the offered traffic load of the
1st, 2nd and 3rd service-class increases in steps of 0.5, 0.20
and 0.1 erl, respectively. So, point 1 is: (a1, a2, a3) = (1.0,
1.0, 1.0) while point 11 is: (α1, α2, α3) = (6.0, 3.0, 2.0).
In Figs. 2-4, we present the analytical CBP results of
the MFCR/RTR method, the MFCR and the CS policies
together with the MFCR simulation results, for each
service-class, respectively. All figures show that the
analytical results of the proposed MFCR/RTR are closer
to the corresponding simulation results compared to the
results obtained by the MFCR policy of [29]. A large
amount of examples reveals that the MFCR/RTR method
provides CBP results closer to the simulation results,
especially when the MFCR parameters are large (e.g.,
when CBP tend to be equal among calls of serviceclasses). This is expected, since large values of the
MFCR parameters lead to large MFCR reservation spaces
and therefore to many states j (that belong to the
reservation space) whereby yk* ( j ) ’s are calculated.
V.
CONCLUSION
We propose a method based on the RTR for the CBP
calculation in a multirate teletraffic loss model of a single
link that accommodates Poisson arriving calls under the
MFCR policy. The proposed method is based on the fact
that RTR do appear in the reservation space of each
service-class. The CBP results obtained by the proposed
method compared to simulation results show that the
proposed method improves the calculation’s accuracy.
As a future work, we intend to study this method in the
case of quasi-random traffic (traffic generated by a finite
number of users). In addition, we will extend the
proposed method in the case of a network of links with
different capacities. To analyze such a system, the
reduced load approximation could be used [2]. The latter
provides highly satisfactory results compared to
simulation.

Figure 2. CBP – 1st service-class.

Figure 3. CBP – 2nd service-class.

Figure 4. CBP – 3rd service-class.
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